NEWSLETTER JANUARY 2012
Isle of Wight Rally - October 2011 Courtesy of Pat Miller
Three Hobby vans met beforehand at Bishops Green campsite, in Hampshire, on
Thursday, 29th September – the fourth arriving the following day (30th) – the full
contingent being David and Christine Lawson & Skip, Ken & Lucy Cookson,
Vernon & Carol Hayes, and us, Pat & Eric Miller. The weather was fantastic, so
we spent most of our time sitting around chatting in the sunshine, taking Skip
for a walk around the fishing lake, as well as making a short trip to nearby
Sandham Chapel to see the Stanley Spencer memorial paintings. The murals
are amazing – they cover the entire walls and ceiling of the chapel – depicting
scenes from the War in which Spencer took part. These paintings showed the
everyday life of a soldier, as an orderly in the army hospitals, making beds, how
the soldiers spent their leisure time, the NAAFI, cleaning their kit, etc. Later
that evening the fish and chip van came to the site so that was an easy meal.
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Putting the world to rights
Forthcoming Rallies
October 1st dawned bright and sunny with a forecast of 29 degrees. Two vans
set off early to face the heavy traffic all the way to Southampton. By the time
Forthcoming Shows
the rest of us arrived to catch the midday ferry there was no sign of the others –
they had caught the earlier ferry so were safely ensconced at the campsite before AGM
we arrived. The Red Funnel ferry was hot and crowded so we took our coffee
For Your Amusement
up on deck for the short trip across the Solent. The Waverley Campsite is
situated on a hillside overlooking the ferry port. There had been a ‘sticky’
moment on arrival as there was no room to pull off the road (especially if you
are towing a car) other than the small car park, and we both arrived just as
To Contact the Editor
another van and caravan were trying to leave because there is no separate exit –
Claire Barden:
they both had to wait while we booked in at Reception, which was quite a walk
from the entrance. However, having managed to upset our neighbours, we were Telephone: 01295 812139
soon settled on spacious plots with excellent views of the bay, and easy access
or
to the toilet and washing facilities. The high season being over, the adjacent
EMail:
hotel and restaurant/bar were closed, which was not a problem as it meant life
editor@hobbyowners.org.uk
was more peaceful. We spent the first afternoon exploring West Cowes via the
chain ferry – a quick way to cross the estuary – and visit the hilly old town with
its shops and quayside alleyways. It was getting dark by the time we returned to
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Isle of Wight Rally - October 2011 - continued
East Cowes, so we picked up a Chinese take-away and sat outside, eating by
candlelight, watching the lights of the passing ships in the harbour.
On the following day we headed for Ventnor, a small Victorian seaside town,
it’s golden sands sheltered by the surrounding cliffs. We sat on the sea-front
for a while, basking in the warm sunshine, watching the holiday makers on the
beach. I couldn’t resist a quick paddle in the sea, which to my surprise, was
quite warm. We enjoyed an ice-cream, then continued our ‘whistle-stop’ tour
of the West coast, visiting Freshwater and Totland, from where we could
The Isle of Wight Playboy
glimpse a view of the Needles (jagged rocks jutting out from the cliffs) and
now belong to the National Trust which means if you want a better look you
have to pay! Then on to Yarmouth, an interesting looking place, then returned to East Cowes via Newtown. This
area of the island is quite flat compared to the East side. On our return to the campsite we all met up for a glass of
wine and nibbles. David and Christine had not been able to go out because their sink had sprung a leak and
soaked their carpet, so they had to wait for it to dry out. Carol and Vernon had spent the day in Ryde and Arreton
Old Village, using the local bus service, which they found an excellent way to get to any part of the island. On
Monday, the sun still shining, we set off for a morning of shopping in Newport (capital of the island) then lunch at
Quay Arts on the banks of the River Medina. In the afternoon we joined Ken and Lucy to explore the other side
of the island, calling first of all at The Garlic Farm, a family-run enterprise specialising in many different types of
garlic, the soil being perfect for this type of crop. We bought some smoked garlic and a bulb to grow our own
(hopefully) but resisted the garlic flavoured ice-cream! We carried on to Sandown, where there are lovely sandy
beaches, then around the coast to Bembridge with its sailing boats, Ryde and the amusement arcades, and
Fishbourne, before returning to East Cowes just as a storm was brewing.
The next day the sun shone again, but the temperature was cooler. We had planned a visit to Osborne House, the
summer residence of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert and their family of nine children. It is a most impressive
place, now managed by English Heritage, where only a few of the many rooms are open to the public, amongst
which we saw the Royal Nursery with its collection of toys and rows of cots and beds. There are magnificent
views of the sea from both the house and extensive gardens. Prince Albert had designed a large wooden chalet
called The Swiss Cottage, which stands in the grounds of the estate surrounded by a kitchen garden. It was
intended as a place where the Royal children would study and learn practical household skills and gardening. The
garden shed houses wheelbarrows with the initials of the individual children painted in white on each one. We
left at closing time, stopping for a drink at The Lifeboat pub by the riverside to ‘suss out’ whether it would be a
good place for a meal on our last night. Mary Phillips would be joining us as she was staying with her sister on
the island (her original home). Steve, her husband, had to remain behind to oversee building work so they had not
been able to bring the van. We made our booking the following day, after Mary and her sister had called by for a
coffee. The weather had deteriorated and we found ourselves nearly blown away on our next sightseeing trip to
Freshwater Bay. We admired a lovely ‘fish’ mosaic made from coloured glass in the beachside shelter where we
watched the waves crashing against the cliffs. Having blown the cobwebs away, we carried on to Colway Bay,
where the sea glowed a strange pale green colour. We walked around the headland but the wind was so strong it
took our breath away, so we quickly turned back and headed back to the warmth of our vans to get ready for our
night out. An oval table had been prepared for us and we all enjoyed an excellent meal together to round off very
enjoyable stay on this attractive island – we felt as though we had been abroad – and must return to spend more
time here in the future!
!
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Camper UK Weekend - 4th to 6th November 2011
Camper UK, Hobby dealers held an open weekend at their campsite near North Hykeham Lincoln over the
Bonfire Night weekend.

Members attending were few (8 in total) and included first time attendees Sylvester

and Denise with their granddaughter Amelia. The event kicked off on the Friday with people arriving and some
immediately taking one of the free buses into Lincoln. Friday evening featured a Fish and Chip van on site and
then Bingo followed by a comedian/singer who did an entertaining if risque routine for two and half hours non
stop. Saturday saw more visits to Lincoln by bus or the more adventurous walking or cycling the 8 miles into
the city. Those not out shopping could browse the many new and used vans on display or take advantage of
some on site fault rectification or a spot of fishing. Saturday night commenced with a hog roast followed by a
very good firework display and the evening was rounded off by a live singer and dancing.

Bath 1st to 8th December 2011
11 units made the journey to Bath and Newton Mill Holiday Park.
Despite being advised that the Hobby Club were holding a rally
the Park did not site all the Hobbys together which was
disappointing. Those arriving on the Thursday the 1 December
endured a dull dismal over cast day but things brightened up when
greeted by by Ken and Lucy the event organisers offering tea and
cake - always a good way to kick things off. Some however did
not arrive until Saturday having work and other commitments.
Four couples were on their first club event and hopefully enjoyed
it! The assembled group met up in the on site bar on the Thursday
night to enjoy a drink and a chinwag whilst several decided it was
too much hassle to cook and ate in the restaurant. The event
coincided site
with the Bath
Christmas

Pre Dinner Drinks
Market hence this was the planned destination for many and
ensured the Park was full over the weekend. Thankfully
there was a bus stop just outside the campsite as the traffic
and parking in Bath centre is best avoided during the
Christmas Market period. The site was some 3 miles
outside Bath but buses ran every 15 mins - excellent service
and those with bus passes took great delight in using them
Field of Light at the Holburne Museum Bath
!

whilst the younger element duly paid. The following day
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Bath - continued
several people walked the short distance into Bath using the
cycleways and towpaths that could be accessed from the rear of the
Park. Ken and Lucy taxed peoples brains/memories by handing out a
Christmas Quiz.

Saturday night saw 11 couples meet up in the on

site restaurant for a very pleasant meal which appeared to be enjoyed
by all as starting at 18:00hrs many were still talking come 23:00hrs!
Ken read out the quiz results whilst Lucy was a non compromising
adjudicator (her word was final). The quiz was eventually won by
your Editor, second was Christine Lawson and third Liz Tonkin.
Unfortunately several people came down with sore throat and cold
like symptoms, on Monday some left as work, other holiday
destinations and domestic commitments beckoned, but a hardcore
remained to enjoy the sights of Bath, the reduced numbers enabling
all to gather in one motorhome in the evenings. If you weren’t there,
Bath Cathedral & start of market

you missed a good week, but hope to see you next time.

The Voice at Bath - a true story!
It was Sunday we had a quiet day in the motorhome and around site as madam (your editor)had the dreaded lurgy
and was feeling 10 degrees under. I was laying in bed reading my book, a Nelson Demille thriller, madam was
across the way, separate beds after 39 years of passion! With one ear on the the pillow, an imitation of Rip Van
Winkle or the Great Orient Steam Express across the way and the sounds of the babbling brook to the rear outside
other sounds were indistinct. It took some minutes to penetrate that I could hear a voice. I lay there wondering
if I was going mad as the words “can you hear me” seemed to be repeated over and over. I checked my watch it
was 23:20hrs, I thought for a while and reminded myself no alcohol had passed my lips that particular day so I
was not experiencing some alcohol induced hallucination. I eventually lifted my head and listened intently and
there it was clear as a bell “can you hear me” continuously repeated. I tried to make out the tone of the voice, was
this drunken singing or words being shouted in anger. Where was it coming from? It was audible but not
excessively loud, was it emanating from a van and therefore muffled by the walls of two vehicles or was it outside
further away? My mind was racing - what should I do? If madam had not been asleep I would have shouted a
reply, I was thinking along the lines of “yes I can - shut up” but interjected with a few expletives! I am unsure
how long this went on it seemed like 10 minutes but was probably less. I was about to get out of bed and
investigate when silence prevailed - no more voice. The next morning I viewed everyone with suspicion but
never found out the identity of the perpetrator or their motives but I have my suspicions. If it was you and you
are reading this, yes I heard you, quell my curiosity and tell me what did you want?
!
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Window Blinds
Do you have roller type blinds fitted to the inside of your motorhome
windows, if yes read on! We have blinds of this type fitted to all the
habitation windows and to be blunt they have been a real pain. Difficult to
pull up impossible to get to stay up, prone to flying down with a bang if
subjected to the slightest touch - most annoying.
Recently one blind refused to work only going up two thirds of the way.
Application of just a little muscle resulted in total failure (no retraction) and
the necessity to remove the offending article for repair.
From experience I can now advise there are three potential issues:
1. The blind retraction spring applies an excessive degree of tension
overwhelming the brake mechanism.

Blind freewheel end

2. The brake mechanism is fully expanded but does not grip the frame.
3. The retraction mechanism has seized up preventing the blind from being fully raised.
Removal of the blind necessitates removing the plastic blanking caps covering the screw heads - this is the worst
part of the job. A fiddly job undertaken carefully with a very fine (instrument type) flat blade screwdriver.
Insert blade under head of cap and gently prise out. I found this task was best achieved by delegation to her in
doors whilst I went for coffee. With the blanking caps removed, remove all the screws noting any differences
(all mine were same size and length). The inner blind assembly will now lift out. Assuming your blind is in
working order identify which end is the free wheel (round plastic spigot in round hole in plastic bracket =
freewheel) and which applies retraction tension (flattened metal spigot in shape hole in plastic bracket).
Remove the screw retaining the bracket at the tension end and gradually rotate the bracket to reduce spring
tension. Reduce tension as far as is practically possible whilst ensuring that the blind maintains tension
throughout the full range of movement and fully retracts - when happy refit screw.
You may find that your blind brake still does not hold in the upper section of the
blinds movement because the brake mechanism does not make effective contact
with the frame sides. Either slightly bend the end to achieve greater pressure or
find some suitable rubber to stick on and increase the thickness of the brake
rubber. When satisfied hold the frame on it side and put a couple of drops of
lubricant down the retraction shaft. When happy all is well refit and hopefully
things should have significantly improved. Note if your blind fails in the
manner mine did - no retraction - (shaped hole in plastic retention bracket
deformed because mechanism seized) free off mechanism and swap retaining
brackets end to end (one shaped and one round hole in each bracket making
them interchangeable).
!

Best of luck!

Blind brake mechanism
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Spare Wheel
Is your spare wheel slung underneath at the rear with the valve uppermost so that the wheel must be removed
from the spare wheel carrier to check the tyre pressure? If yes, I suspect like me, this is a job that is rarely if ever
undertaken because it means getting under the vehicle getting grubby and grappling with the weight of the wheel/
tyre and the carrier in a confined space. Hopefully the pressure will be checked if the vehicle is put into a
workshop for a service but there again how do you know the garage has done it and not everybody has their
vehicle serviced. So what is the answer? I have just come across a product called “Spairline” which comprises a
right angle fitting to screw onto your tyre valve which is connected to a 1 metre hose with another valve at the
other end. You fit this to your spare wheel valve run the hose out to a convenient point (towbar, bumper or body
work etc) and make secure and you can check/inflate your spare wheel tyre pressure with ease without groveling
underneath. See www.spairline.co.uk for details. Similar products are also available from www.pycean.co.uk.

Travels with Snuggly Wuggly
The Clubs intrepid travelers Tony and Pam are still traveling. In November 2011 they travelled down the coast of
Italy before hopping over to Sicily where they intended to spend the winter. Some of the places they have
explored are Germany, Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Crete, Kos, Rhodes,
Turkey, Georgia, Bulgaria, Moldova, Ukraine, Transylvania,
Romania, Hungary, San Marino and Italy. Visit http://
snugglywuggly.wordpress.com/ for stunning photos and news.
Do see Tony’s haircut in January 2012 Blog! To quote Pam
“At last I’ve persuaded Tony to get the mullet cut yippee! It
was like going to bed with Ken Dodd & waking up with
George Clooney!! (i’ve got a good imagination!)”
Tony’s Ken Dodd look!

Club Website/Newsletter/Rallies
Some Members have observed how little the various Forums on the Club Website are actually utilised by
Members. You only have to look at certain other Motorhome oriented websites to see how popular some are in
comparison. I know Ken who manages the website is disappointed so why not drop him an email with your
thoughts on how it might be improved or just use it! I would also like to point out that the production of this
newsletter is very much a joint effort with my other half (your Technical Officer) and I would like to thank him
for his invaluable assistance. We are always grateful to receive items from members for inclusion so if you have
something you would like to share with us please get in touch. On the subject of Rallies, 2012 is looking a bit
sparse at the moment, so if you have a favorite site or area why not hold a rally. If unsure on any aspect there is
always somebody who has been there, done that and would be willing to advise.

!
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A Bit On The Wild Side
If, like us, you enjoy
Scotland we hope you
enjoy the following,
especially if you are also
partial to a wee dram or
two! The Isle of Islay
has much to offer the only
trouble being you have to
catch a ferry to get there.
From the south there are
two basic routes and we
did one going (north pass
Glasgow on the A82 and
turn west on the A83) and
the other coming back

Isle of Jura

(use the Isle of Arran as a short cut to land on the main land south of Glasgow). The Islay Ferry
sails from Kennacraig on West Loch
Tarbert to Port Askaig or Port Ellen. The
ferry journey lasts just over 2 hours and
check in closes 30 minutes before sailing.
Our outward journey to Port Askaig gave
brilliant views of the Isle of Jura which is
smaller and more sparsely populated than
Islay. The Isle of Islay is referred to as
the Queen of the Isles and is the souther
most island of the inner Hebrides. It is
allegedly inhabited by 3200 people and
boasts 600 square kilometres of stunning
scenery and has 130 miles of coastline.

Heaven or Hell? Bruichladdich Distillery
!

Wildlife abounds with bird watching
being a popular past time with large flocks
of geese accumulating. There are
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A Bit on the Wild Side Continued
numerous distilleries
including Bunnahabhain,
Caol Ila, Ardbeg,
Lagavulin, Laphroaig,
Bowmore,
Bruichladdich,
Bowmore, Port Charlotte
and Kilchoman.) Most
do tours but access can
vary dependent upon
season so check the web
for details. You can also
buy your very own cask
of whisky and have it

Typical Islay Minor Road

stored as an investment.
Roads are generally good and very quiet making it a pleasant place for cycling but bus services
are available for those not
feeling energetic but the buses
do not necessarily get you off
the beaten track. Many roads
are single track with passing
places. Much of the island is
generally flattish but we
managed to find the hills on a
couple of occasions whilst
cycling! The capital of the
Island is the small town of
Bowmore which has an
Bowmore Church

unusual round church. Parking
in Bowmore is a doddle we

were the only vehicle using the
free car park and it is only a short walk to the centre. Dotted around the island are various craft
!
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A Walk on the Wild Side Continued
centres, museums, historic monuments, coffee shops and eateries and all the usual things that
take your interest. There is an RSPB Nature Reserve near Loch Gruinart and there are walks to
be had in various areas. Remote coastline abounds and this combined with land, sea and
airborne creatures in a very quiet setting make the place a haven for nature lovers.
There are only two campsites on Islay
although I have read numerous
articles where people have wild
camped but we used the sites
available see http://
www.islayinfo.com/
islay_campsites_motorhomes.html
The Kintra Farm site is at sea level
and right beside the sea - literally step
out onto the beach. For those with a
penchant for banging balls the golf
Loch Gruinart meets the sea - whilst walking this beach we were
accompanied for a while by some seals people watching!

course is just next door - along the
beach and turn right, as is the islands
airport but I cannot recall any air
traffic. A very pleasant but remote

location with no habitation (no pubs, shops or restaurants) in walking distance. Port Ellen is an easy 3 mile
cycle ride away and has basic
amenities. The second site is at the
Port Mor Centre in Port Charlotte.
The site is based at the local sports
amenity centre and has a cafeteria
with web access. It is only a short
walk to pubs, hotels and village shop.
A Caledonian MacBrayne return
ferry ticket to the Isle of Islay will set
you back around £206 for an 8 metre
long Hobby and two people. Useful
Web Addresses:
www.islayinfo.com
http://www.calmac.co.uk/
!

Camped by the sea at Kintra
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Forthcoming Rallies (to keep abreast of events please check the Club Website):
May 21 - 28 Ambleside Rugby Club

Forthcoming Shows (to keep abreast of events and ensure accuracy please check the Internet before
traveling):
Motorhome & Caravan Show Excel London 14 - 19 February
The Edible Garden Show Stoneleigh Park Warwickshire 16 - 18 March
UK Motorhome & Caravan Spring Fair Newark Showground 24 & 25 March
Camper UK Spring Open weekend North Hykeham Lincoln 31 March - 1 April
The Motorhome Show Shepton Mallet Showground 13 - 15 April
The National Motorhome Show East of England Showground Peterborough 27 - 29 April

Annual General Meeting
Food for thought. Although there is no date for the AGM as yet please give it some thought. For a start in the
past it has always been a very good Rally and usually offers a free buffet! It is rumored, indeed likely, that some
members of the Committee will not be standing for re-election hence new blood is required. The work
associated with the various Committee appointments is neither difficult in content nor onerous in volume. A bit
of common sense and lots of enthusiasm are all thats required. If you can’t make the AGM but are willing to
volunteer for any of the posts please contact the Chairman Geoff Oman or Secretary Angela Wood and let them
know.

For Your Amusement
Do you know this?
When you drink vodka over ice, it can give you kidney
failure.
When you drink rum over ice, it can give you liver
failure.
When you drink whiskey over ice, it can give you heart
problems.

A sign of things to come!

When you drink gin over ice, it can give you brain problems.
Apparently, ice is really bad for you.
Warn all your friends.
!
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